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Abstract—In the context of a collaborating surveillance system for active TCP sessions handled by an networking device, we consider two problems. The first is the problem of protecting the flow table of per-flow monitoring from overflow and the second is developing an efficient framework estimating the number of active flows and identifying "heavy hitter" TCP sessions, to reduce the overhead of data exchanged. Our approaches are sensitive to the limited hardware and software resources allocated for this purpose in the linecards in addition to the very high data rates that modern line cards handle; specifically we are interested in cooperatively maintaining a per-flow state with a low cost which has resiliency on dynamic traffic mix. We investigate a traditional timeout processing mechanism to manage the flow table for per-flow monitoring efficiently, called Timeout-Based Purging (TBP), our “clock”-like flow replacement algorithms using a straightforward replacement policy, called “clock”, and finally hybrid approaches combining these two. The effectiveness of our approaches on Internet traces is demonstrated. Our experiments show that our schemes can significantly reduce both false positives and false negatives regardless of both the conditions of flow table occupancy, even under SYN flooding. Our hybrid schemes estimate the number of active flows accurately, and confine the heavy hitters without additional state.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern networking devices, e.g., routers, firewalls and Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS), have the capability of monitoring tens of thousands of TCP sessions handled by them [8], [26]. The goal of such monitoring, which is called “stateful inspection” in the context of the firewall system [7], could be to detect attacks or intrusions or to deter end-systems that opt-out of communal (and voluntary) TCP congestion control mechanisms. In lieu of an active response, detected TCP session anomalies can be forwarded to corresponding NIDS if there is a collaborating structure within an enterprise network under the same authority. For the NIDS, tracking more complex flows (e.g., spanning multiple correlated TCP sessions) may be desirable. In the latter case, there is a reasonably clear response option even for routers deployed in the core: TCP sessions that are deemed unresponsive to congestion can be quarantined and rate-limited to their “fair” share of available bandwidth resources. Traffic monitoring, QoS assurance and usage-based billing [4] also motivate per-flow monitoring of TCP flows. Response in a QoS context could be to somehow protect or prioritize service for persistently congestion-responsive flows in packet memory, and quarantine or throttle-back persistently unresponsive flows [32]. On the other hand, the overhead of maintaining the per-flow monitoring in network devices, i.e., wire-speed packet processing and corresponding updates [18], is high. A large number of short-lived flows or abnormal flows results in significant consumption of the flow memory as well as an increase in the volume of data exchanged for collaboration. Even though a SRAM implementation of the flow table has become typical for fast operations despite its limited capacity [6], [33], this has worsen the scaling problem. If the flow table is dynamically sized using shared system memory, this resource can be exhausted in an extreme situation. If the flow table size is fixed, the per-flow monitoring system cannot perform correctly when a flash crowd of short-lived flows or Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks occur. Prediction of the “proper” size of flow table is not trivial because the per-flow monitoring should adapt to the dynamic traffic mix without reference to whether the table utilization is low or high. For this reason, the per-flow monitoring itself could be targeted by malicious attacks, e.g., SYN flooding or port scanning, which could result in performance degradation of the networking device and the network connected to it [15], [23].

To remove or disable entire set of stale (not recently touched) flows from memory, time-outs can generally be managed for flow purging using a “touch bit” at the flow level [6], [31]. However, setting up a time-out threshold [19], [15] trades-off protecting flow memory and prematurely purging flows. If time-out is too short, it is less vulnerable but active flows could be falsely removed. Conversely, if time-out is long, it increases the number of flow entries. The use of a wide range of timeout values, e.g., 3600 seconds in an IDS [27] to 15 seconds for a flow measurement tool [1], indicates the difficulty in choosing timeout values.

A flow is bidirectional traffic, which may take different paths in two ways: reverse path may be different from forward path and OSPF/iBGP reroute is needed in the context of resiliency to failure. To monitor these flows properly, a distributed IDS system, such as Symantec ManHunt [30] or ISS SiteProtector [14], might be preferred to cooperate within an enterprise level. To make a per-flow monitoring for the distributed IDS, information sharing of high volume of raw data become a concern. If you have a framework to approximately cluster the flows somehow, we can report these specific groups of flows or a summary data for each cluster to avoid heavy exchange of data. We will not explicitly focus
on IDS issues herein except to evaluate performance in the presence of SYN floods. Note that an attack response strategy to SYN floods may be more effectively and feasibly enacted by intermediate routers instead of those very close to the victim or attacking end-systems. Our culminating empirical results in this paper compare the performance of different approaches under SYN flooding.

This complex performance and scalability issues motivate us to devise a method to fully utilize the flow table regardless of traffic mix, i.e., protect routers maintaining per-flow state from flow table overflows in the presence of SYN floods (or also flash crowds of flows) and preserve as many idle flows as the maximum capacity of the flow table permits. To achieve this, we suggest a replacement framework with low cost for maintaining per-flow state. First, we investigate a “clock”-like Flow Replacement (CFR) employing a simple and fast replacement policy, called “clock” [5]. In this CFR, touch bit is set based on “clock”, but based on purging. It performs similar to Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm without the overhead of maintaining the sorted list of flows. By extending the touch bit to two bits and giving incremental state for flows, we can discriminate several groups of flows based on the number of incoming packets, e.g., SYN flooding packets, short-lived flows and long-lived flows. This multiple bits allows multi-level replacement based on clustering, which means scan-resistant to port scanning or SYN flooding [1]Bansal04. Also we can benefit from the flow groups by generating the summary of clusters or exchange a particular one only. We then investigate the hybrid approaches combining CFR and a traditional purging scheme, which reduce the volume of the flow table by removing the outdated flows periodically. This hybrid approaches can improve to estimate the number of active flows and confine heavy hitters into the highest state. Compared with traditional purging schemes, our replacement framework can give much resiliency regardless of traffic mix. Our preliminary analysis shows that most cases a flow lookup can be performed within a memory access to find an unused entry, although our CFR suffers from a exhausted search in the worse case, i.e., when the flow table is full.

We evaluate the performance of our algorithms using three sets of Internet traces collected from different networks. We compare their performance with two state-of-the-art algorithms, namely Finger-Compressed Filter (FCF) [6] and Time-out Based Purging (TBP), the latter representing a traditional purging scheme. Our experimental results indicate that our hybrid approaches exhibit substantially better performance in important performance metrics: False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR) and the number of active flows. One of our hybrid approaches, called “clock”-like Flow Replacement with Lazy Purging (CFR-LP), reduces the number of false positives and false negatives of FCF by 87.1% and 78.4% and Also it outperforms TBP by 67.6% and 13.3% when the table size is twice the average number of active flows. This tendencies were steadily observed whether there is sufficient space or few empty space on the flow table. In particular, this CFR-LP showed the best accuracy of the estimation of the number of active flows. Also, we find that our CFR-LP reduce the FPR and FNR of TBP by 65.6% and 47.6% and FCF by 79% and 36.1% when the table size is twice the average number of active flows. Finally, our CFR-LP can also confine heavy hitters to a particular state without counting the number of packets. Our experiments showed that the number of flows in the state are less than 10% of active flows and 0.5% error rate on its accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we discuss background information including previous approaches. In Section III, our “clock”-like replacement algorithm and its variants are described including the hybrid approaches. Then, implementation issues of our schemes are discussed in Section IV. Experimental evaluation comparing those approaches is given in Section IV followed by conclusions and a discussion of future work in Section VI.

II. PREVIOUS APPROACHES

In order to provide a concrete overview, we assume there is a per-flow monitoring system for bidirectional traffic in a linecard (observed aggregate packet flow). Specifically, we consider a flow table consisting of Flow ID, touch bit, and state. To enable per-flow monitoring of high-end routers, the use of fast memory, e.g., SRAM, is required. We simply assume that the flow table is implemented using a hash table with hash-chaining (We do not address the problem of hash collisions in this paper.). Papers have preferred to this problem, e.g., Shared Fast Hash Table [28], FCF [6], or a TCAM-based approach [23]. These approaches can be combined with our replacement frameworks.

A flow ID is composed of several fields of the TCP and IP header, typically including the following 5-tuple [9]:

\[
\{ \text{src ip}, \text{dst ip}, \text{src port}, \text{dst port}, \text{ip proto} \}
\]

In addition, timestamp and state may be supplemented to constitute a 128 bit flow entry, in stateful-inspection firewalls [29]. Note that a hashed flow ID 32 bits may be employed to reduce the flow entry size. However, there is a trade-off between the size of the flow ID and hash collisions [23].

For comparison purposes, TBP, a traditional purging scheme based on touch bits, is described in this section. Currently proposed purging schemes, such as [6], [16], use a touch bit
to purge stale flows as a fast implementation of the timeout processing. In these schemes, one bit touch bit is used to check flow’s activeness during the measurement time interval $T_\theta$. Incoming packets modify the corresponding flows’ touch bit. Thus, at the end of every time interval $T_\theta$, flows whose touch bits were not activated may be purged. This scheme may require the traversal of all flow entries at the end of every timeout interval.

A problem of TBP, as discussed previously, is how to set up the timeout threshold value, without causing flow table explosion or prematurely purging active flows. Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution function of maximum inter-packet time per flow for three Internet traces: SMTP, HTTP, MIXED [2], [3]. From this figure, we can see the relationship between a timeout threshold and the number of prematurely purged flows. For instance, if a timeout threshold $T_\theta$ is 30 seconds, up to 20% of flows may be wrongly purged, i.e., false negatives, while $T_\theta = 120$ prematurely purges around 3-7% of active flows. In current networking devices [8], [27], 3600 seconds is used to expire established TCP connections. Even though this greatly reduces false negatives, it requires a huge-sized flow table. NetFlow [1] uses 15 seconds, while 60 seconds is used in Adaptive NetFlow [10]. These various settings of the timeout threshold implies that choosing a proper timeout value is not straightforward, motivating us to investigate other approaches besides TBP. Calibrating TCP session-level timeouts is explored in [15], [19]. Kim et al. [15] demonstrated that the long time-out threshold under SYN flooding results in a session table explosion. They only discussed the problem for the initial stage of a TCP session, but this kind of time-out mechanism experiences such trade-offs throughout the entire session lifetime.

A feasible and efficient management of finite-state machines (FSM) monitoring active flows is discussed in [6], where each FSM (ACSM in [6]) approximates a single TCP session’s state. [6] described “bucket”-level purging, rather than a flow-level purging. Similarly, [31] discussed the significant overhead of massive purging and introduced a late purging concept. While a hash chain corresponding to the flow ID of the incoming packet is searched in the flow table (hash table), outdated flows in the hash chain are checked to be purged. Both the above techniques, however, may give rise to high false positives, thereby overestimating the number of active flows.

Congestion control focuses on decreasing the average throughput of the long-lived TCP flows [13]. Congestion-responsive persistent flows and legitimate short-lived flows are obviously both important but may need to be separately managed in packet memory to protect the congestion control mechanism of the former. [12], [20], [25], [24], [32] purpose how to protect against unresponsive TCP flows. Unresponsive TCP flows’ occupation rate of buffers in the routers tends to be higher during network congestion periods. To find those flows and regulate them, two kinds of methods, with and without per-flow state, have been examined. Although per-flow state produces accurate information about TCP session connections, implementation issues of concern in this paper have not yet been solved.

Estimation methods for the concurrent number of flows in [24], [32], [21] avoid the overhead of keeping per-flow state and, if these estimation methods are proven feasible, they can be applied to estimate combined flow aggregates (with both short-lived flows and long-lived flows) because the overhead of storing per-flow state is reduced. However, when many short-lived TCP flows combine with long-lived TCP flows, estimation becomes “unstable” because the cache hit rate of short-lived flows is relatively lower than that of long-lived ones.

III. CLOCK-LIKE FLOW REPLACEMENT

In this section, we describe a “clock”-like Flow Replacement (CFR) algorithm and present some improvements on it. CFR is stimulated by the “clock” [5], a page replacement algorithm, so that the flow table also can benefit from replacement to avoid flow overflow. The “clock” concept is simple to implement and performs similarly to LRU cache algorithm in terms of hit page replacement, but with much reduced operational complexity for maintaining the ordered list. In “clock”, as shown in Figure 2, cached pages are maintained by using a circular buffer, called a clock, and each page has a page reference bit (a touch bit in our algorithm) indicating its reference. If a page hit occurs, the page reference bit is set to 1. If a page miss occurs, then an evicted page is selected as follows: look at the current page under the HEAD pointer of the buffer and check its page reference bit. If the page reference bit is 1, set it to 0, move forward in clockwise rotation, and check the page reference bit of a next entry until it is 0. This entry is then selected (a “victim”), and replaced with a new page referenced.

In CFR, the touch bit is not set based on timeout, but depends on the clock lookup. For this CFR, an additional circular list, a clock, is needed to maintain the order of replacement. This linked list could be a part of flow entry in the flow table or it could be separate. Since this single list could also be a burden for the SRAM, we will describe a bitmap algorithm without using the clock later. The size of the clock can be fixed as the flow table size $M$. When a packet arrives, a flow update (and replacement) is performed as follows:

- If a flow “hits” in the flow table, update the entry and set the touch bit to 1. If a flow is normally closed by observed a FIN or RST packet, the touch bit is set to 0.
- If a flow “misses” in the flow table, and the flow table is full, find a victim entry from the clock (The procedure
of finding an victim entry is equal to the “clock”). If the table is not full, add a new entry to the clock.

One good thing of this CFR algorithm is that the table overflow does not occur even when the flow table becomes full. Since even if the flow table is full and all the entries’ touch bits are 1, we still traverse once through the clock, resetting all these bits to 0, and finally visit the HEAD entry of the clock again as an evicted flow because its touch bit is 0 now. On the other hand, this CFR may have a significant overhead trying to find a victim entry. Thus, we discuss a bitmap implementation and a provisioning lookup approach later. We also give an overhead analysis showing that only one memory accesses would be sufficient to find a victim entry in most cases.

A. CFR-2

If we extend the touch indicator to two 2 bits, it can contain up to four different states, giving better performance, especially if we need to differentiate among SYN floods, short-lived flows, and long-lived flows. Table I shows the touch bits and the corresponding flow state of CFR-2. In most cases, the relationship between touch bits and flow type follows Table I. However, it may not be true in all the cases. The escalation of the touch bit can be possible according to the frequency of packets as follows:

- **If the flow “misses” in the flow table, i.e.,** if the flow ID of an incoming packet does not match an entry in the flow table, find an evicted entry, and replace it with the new flow, setting its touch bit to 01.
- **If the flow “hits”,** update the entry and increment its touch bit by 1 with probability $p_1$ or $p_2$. Upon receipt of a RST or FIN packet, the touch bit of this flow is reset to 00.

Here, we adopt two probabilities $p_1$ and $p_2$ to increment the touch bit of the flow in $V_1$ and $V_2$, respectively. For example, if a flow $i$ is new, it starts with its touch bit 01. If $p_1 = 1$ and $p_2 = 0.125$, the second packet of flow $i$ sets its touch bit to 10. On average, one packet among the next eight packets of flow $i$ with $p_2 = 0.125$ makes the flow transits to a state $V_3$. Since the long-lived flow has more than 10 packets [22], long-lived flows can reach to state $V_3$.

In this scheme, the touch bits (and its state) can give multi-level priority for the flow removal. Each priority informs the frequency level of the packet flows in this scheme. For example, touch bits 10 (state $V_2$) on average means this flow has less than 10 packets so far. Touch bits 11 state $V_3$) indicates that this flow is a long-lived flow on average. By decreasing the probabilities $p_1$ and $p_2$ lower, we can confine heavy-hitters to the state $V_3$ from normal flows. For example, if we have a setting of $p_1 = 0.1$ and a very low value of $p_2$, we can locate normal long-lived flows in state $V_2$ and heavy-hitters in state $V_3$. Selecting the probabilities $p_1$ and $p_2$ is an engineering issue which we will discuss in context of detecting heavy hitters. Note that in terms of a purging priority, not heavy hitters but long-lived flows have meaningful discrimination from short-lived flows.

When a new flow is inserted into the flow table, its touch bits start from 01, rather then 10, thus protecting the flow table from contamination by SYN flooding packets, because this malicious flows, consisting of a spoofed SYN packet, will be first evicted due to a low level of the touch bit when the flow table gets full. Also, a small amount of state allocation, such as SYN cache [17], can be assigned to the flows in the initial stage of flow connection to mitigate DoS attacks.

When the flow table is full, the “clock” mechanism executes to find an evicted entry from the clock. It decrements the touch bit by 1 until it arrives to an unused entry. This movement makes transition to the lower level state, but an active flows can promptly recover its original state. Therefore, this circulation helps to purge the outdated flows.

IV. HYBRID APPROACHES

In order to more accurately estimate the number of active flows, timeout mechanism can be combined with CFR scheme. In this section, we discuss two kinds of hybrid approaches. First, we propose a continuous timeout processing as a combination of CFR-2 and TBP, called a “clock”-like Flow Replacement with Periodic Decrement (CFR-PD). Second, we discuss “lazy” purging to benefit both CFR and TBP.

A. CFR-PD

Figure 3 shows state transition of the touch bit in CFR-PD and Algorithm IV.1 shows a simplified version of CFR-PD, without employing probabilities. In this scheme, the TBP is employed to reduce the touch bits, thereby having a role in purging outdated flows, besides the decrement of the touch bits by the “clock”. Thus, we need a timeout threshold $t_\theta$ and a node traversal to examine all the flow’s activeness by checking touch bits at the end of every $t_\theta$. Unlike the single touch bit of TBP, the touch bits are decremented by 1 unless at 00. This gives one level decrement of flows which were idle for last $T_\theta$. In CFR-PD, TBP gives the same effect of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Touch bits</th>
<th>Flow type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_0$</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_1$</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>initial state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_2$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>short-lived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_3$</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>long-lived</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

*TOUCH BIT STATES IN CFR-2*
Algorithm IV.1 A simplified CFR-PD algorithm

```
1: on arrival of packet p of flow f: {// “clock” function}
2: if f ∈ FlowTable then
3:   update f.state
4:   if p is FIN or RST then
5:     f.touch ← 002 { // 0 in decimal}
6:   else if f.touch < 112 then { // 3 in decimal}
7:     f.touch ← f.touch + 1
8:   end if
9: else { // if f ∈ FlowTable}
10:   while HEAD.touch ≠ 002 { // find a victim entry}
11:     HEAD.touch ← HEAD.touch − 1
12:     HEAD ← next[HEAD]
13: end while
14: entry e ← HEAD
15: update e.state
16: e.touch ← 012 { // 1 in decimal}
17: FlowTable ← FlowTable ∪ {e}
18: HEAD ← next[HEAD]
19: end if
```

Algorithm IV.2 TBP in CFR-LP algorithm

```
1: at the end of the timeout threshold Tθ: {// TBP function}
2: for all e ∈ FlowTable do
3:   if e.touch > 1 then
4:     e.touch ← e.touch − 1
5: end if
6: end for
```

circulational decrement (a “clock” activity) in CFR-2. Any decremented active flows can be restored to their state soon, so TBP only affects to the idle flows. From this case, we can see that second (or third) continuous decrement makes idle flows purged, as shown in Figure 3. In case the touch bit was 01, it is decremented to 00, which means a flow is terminated. Also, we can keep these idle flows in the flow table, until there is no available space so as to benefit from the replacement in the flow table. Thus, a couple of periodic decrelemntations can reduce false negatives. However, CFR-PD may overestimate active flows because continuous decrelemntations delay purging. Therefore, we need to scheme which makes the estimation of active flows more accurate and propose another hybrid approach which fulfills these requirements.

### B. CFR-LP

As discussed in our experiments later, TBP showed a tendency to overestimate the number of active flows. Particularly, our CFR-PD has this feature because it has the same effect of employing multiple timeout thresholds to avoid false negatives.

To improve the accuracy of the estimation of active flows, we suggest “clock”-like Flow Replacement with Lazy Purging (CFR-LP). Figure 4 shows state transition of the touch bits in CFR-LP and Algorithm IV.2 shows TBP portion of CFR-LP, i.e., decrememnting the touch bit by 1, which is the only improvement to CFR-PD, is effective only to the flow whose touch bits are greater than 01. Also, only if the touch bit is greater than 10, this flow is regarded as active. Thus, if a flow is purged and its touch bit is 01, then it is not counted as an active flow. However, this flow is not actually be purged from the flow table and also is not decremented to 00 by TBP. Thus, this flow can be restored to normal state by just incrementing the touch bit by 1.

While TBP finds candidates to be purged (by setting those touch bits to 01), “clock” mechanism actually finds and replaces a victim entry among them, hence we call it “lazy” purging. Purged flows in state $V_1$ can be removed from the flow table by the “clock” activity only when there is no unused entries. The removal of the flow entry is based on multi-level priorities strictly differentiated, i.e., there are two types of inactive flows: normally terminated or purged. Each state indicates the frequency level of the packet flows. Within the same level, the clock performs similar to FIFO queueing.

### V. Implementation Issues

In this section, we discuss ways to reduce the memory overhead to maintain the circular buffer clock. A bitmap implementation is described and then TCAM usage is discussed to improve the lookup speed. After that a special-purpose flow memory and confining heavy-hitters is described.

#### A. A bitmap implementation

Considering the SRAM size limitations, it is better to reduce the flow table size. Instead of using the clock, we can implement our scheme using a bitmap algorithm, consisting of an $M$ array of 2 bits. Figure 5 shows a bitmap implementation of CFR algorithms. “clock”-wise circulation can be achieved by simply adopting modulo operation.

1) ** Provisioning Lookup:** With a bitmap algorithm, we can significantly reduce the overhead of finding a victim entry along the clockwise direction. To find a victim entry from the bitmap, we can patch a word from $HEAD$ in a memory access, which has a 16 entries of two bit touch bits. We term
this word *provisioning lookup*. Then, we can choose a first unused entry from this.

**Preliminary Analysis:** We assume that $M$-sized flow table has three types of entries: active flows in state $V_2$ and $V_3$, purged flows in state $V_1$ and unused entries in state $V_1$. The number of active flows, purged flows and closed flows are defined $a$, $p$ and $u$, respectively. Then, $M = a + p + u$. Let $l$ be the number of entries in a *provisioning lookup*. $X$ is the event that there is at least one unused entry in a *provisioning lookup*.

$$P(X) = 1 - \frac{(a+p)}{M} = 1 - \frac{(M-l)! \cdot (a+p)!}{M! \cdot (a+p-l)!}$$

Let $a+p=M$

$$= 1 - \frac{M \cdot (M-1) \cdots (M-(l-1))}{M \cdot (M-1) \cdots (M-(l-1))} = 1 - \left(\frac{1}{\alpha}\right)^l \cdot \frac{M \cdot (M-\alpha) \cdots (M-\alpha(l-1))}{M \cdot (M-1) \cdots (M-(l-1))} \geq 1 - \left(\frac{1}{\alpha}\right)^l$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $l \leq \frac{M}{\alpha} \leq M$.

Note that $\frac{1}{\alpha} = \frac{a+p}{M} = \frac{M-u}{M} \leq 1$ indicates the load of the flow table. Based on equation (2), Figure 6 shows that relationship between $P(X)$ and $\frac{1}{\alpha}$ as varying $l$. For example, if we let $\frac{1}{\alpha} = 0.8$, then $u = 0.2M$ i.e., unused entries are 20% of the flow table. In this setting of $| l | = 16$ and $M = 1,000,000$, $P(X) = 97.19\%$.

Figure 6 convinces that the *provisioning lookup* reduces the "clock" overhead significantly. Considering that the FCF takes at least $d$, the number of hash functions (usually three or four), times memory accesses to find an empty entry [6], our CFR approach with the *provisioning lookup* requires less memory accesses than previous purging approaches.

### B. TCAM implementations of CFR

We can implement the bitmap algorithm on the TCAM whose entry has a flow ID and two bits touch bits.

When a packet arrives, then *lookup*(Flow ID, *), if we let perform *lookup*(Flow ID, touch bit). If the lookup hits, updates the entry and increments the touch bit. If the lookup fails, perform *lookup*(*, 00) to find an evicted entry. If this lookup succeeds, replace this entry with the new one and then decrement the touch bits of flows between *HEAD* and this lookup result. The new *HEAD* becomes the next entry of this lookup result. If this lookup also fails, do *lookup*(*, 10). *HEAD* points to the next available entry in the TCAM. However, this TCAM implementation is slightly different from the original algorithm because in our approach the *lookup* operation returns the first matching entry in case of multiple hits.

To implement our CFR bitmap algorithm more accurately, we need to assume a search operation *lookup*(Flow ID, touch bit, *HEAD*), which returns the first matching address of the Flow ID, searching from the current address of *HEAD* in the clockwise rotation. If TCAM hits, update the flow entry and set the touch bit correspondingly. Otherwise, perform *lookup*(*, 00, *HEAD*) to find an evicted entry without a bit-by-bit visit. If a victim is selected, then set the touch bit of flows between *HEAD* and a lookup result. If this lookup fails, do *lookup*(*, 01, *HEAD*) next by incrementing touch bits. Without the flow ID hashing, the total size of TCAM used is $106 \cdot M$ bits (With the flow ID hashing to 32 bits, $34 \cdot M$ bits are possible.).

### C. A special purpose flow table

Besides general purpose per-flow monitoring, there are several special purposes of the flow table for small flow memory. For example, [11] used a flow memory to detect heavy hitters. [16] also mentioned a small flow table for per-flow fair queuing. In these papers, heavy hitters are monitored by a small flow memory in the router, so the flow replacement frequently occurs. However, neither papers describe how to select a victim entry and replace it. It is because LRU has significant overhead of maintaining an ordered list for every incoming packets. Besides the Flow ID lookup in the flow table, a search and its update, i.e., moving the hit entry to the tail (MRU position) should be performed in the ordered list.

On the other hand, our hybrid approaches (especially CFR-PD) has less overhead for maintaining the clock list. These hybrid approaches depend on the probabilities $p_1$ and $p_2$, so it may lose to select the least recently used one, but it will give a sufficiently precise approximation with a simple implementation. List lookups could be faster by using the bitmap implementation described in the next section. Therefore, our hybrid approaches (CFR-PD and CFR-DP) are a reasonable choice for this type of a special purpose flow memory.
### D. Confining heavy-hitters

By dynamically adjusting the probability \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) according to the varying traffic mix, we can confine heavy-hitters to state \( V_3 \). If we let \( P_0 \) and \( N_0 \) be the total number of packets and the estimated number of active flows during previous \( T_0 \) respectively, the fair use of an individual flow will be \( \frac{N_0}{n} \). Thus, we can define a heavy hitter TCP flow \( h \) such that \( h > n \frac{N_0}{n} \), where \( n \) is a configuration parameter. Then, we can confine heavy hitters to state \( V_3 \) by adjusting \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), using the following equation:

\[
p_1 \times p_2 = \frac{N_0}{n \times P_0},
\]

For example, if \( P_0 = 10,000 \) and \( N_0 = 100 \), then the average number of packets per flow is 100. If we define \( n = 5 \), then \( p_1 \times p_2 = 0.05 \). If we have a simple setting of \( p_1 \), say \( p_1 = 1 \), i.e., any packet of an flow updates its state in \( V_1 \) to \( V_2 \), then \( p_2 \) can be set to 0.05. \( P_0 \) and \( N_0 \) can be recorded for each time interval and input to the next phase’s adjustment of the probabilities \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \).

Our hybrid schemes are useful to confine heavy hitters because the touch bit state depends on both the previous phase and current incoming packets. Note that this confinement benefits from the real-time monitoring (without sampling), yet just can give an approximation based on the probabilities i.e., it cannot guarantee accurate detection of heavy-hitters. However, our framework can reduce the overhead of more accurate monitoring in the flow memory because these full monitoring is only required for the flows of \( V_3 \). Hence, it can be applied for congestion control and fair queueing. For instance, confined heavy-hitters are scheduled by using DRR in flow-aware networking [16]. Also state-dependent update, e.g., only one update among ten packets when the flow is a heavy hitter, might be considered to reduce the monitoring overhead itself. Or, it can work as a front-end filter, combined with more accurate counting methods, such as [11], and probability-based detections [24], [32] and [21].

### VI. Experimental Evaluation

#### A. Comparison Metrics

We use three objective metrics: False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR) and the number of active flows, to analyze our CFR algorithms and compare them with TBP.

![Fig. 7. False positives and false negatives on session purging phase](image)

1) **FPR and FNR**: False positives, in the context of our per-flow monitoring, indicates that flows that could have been deleted are not deleted, while false negative means flows that should not be deleted are deleted, as shown in Figure II.

One subtle thing of false negative on TBP is the case when there is no available entry for new flows. In this case, this new flow is dropped in our experiments and, as a result, a false negative is added. Therefore, in TBP, when the number of active flows is larger than the flow table size, an overrun of false negatives occurs.

We can observe that

\[
\text{FPR} = \frac{\text{False positive}}{\text{False positive} + \text{True negative}}, \tag{4}\\ 
\text{FNR} = \frac{\text{False negative}}{\text{True Positive} + \text{False negative}}. \tag{5}
\]

2) **Estimation of active flows**: To measure the number of active flows more accurately, a flow’s activity can be reviewed in terms of TBP. Some portion of idle flows might be simply idle for a longer interval than a timeout threshold \( T_0 \), while others are unused further so as to be purged through TBP. For instance, when flow 0 ends with a FIN packet as shown in Figure 7, the flow is deleted from the flow table at the correct time and is regarded as a true negative. However, if flow 1 ends with a time-out, this flow is purged at \( T_3 \) as the flow has not been touched in the next \( T_0 \). In fact, this flow could have been deleted at \( T_2 \), so it is a false positive at \( T_2 \) and a true negative at \( T_3 \). More complex example is flow 2, whose packets are incoming with a larger time interval than the given time-out threshold \( T_0 \), the flow is purged. However, if there is another packet of flow 2 coming in just past \( T_3 \), a false positive and a true negative which have already been counted as in flow 1 should be invalidated, and then flow 2 ends with a new false positive at \( T_4 \) and a true negative at \( T_5 \). Similarly for CFRs, when flow 3 is replaced before \( T_1 \), even though an additional packet is pending, this is a false negative. When flow 3 ends before \( T_3 \) and is replaced before \( T_4 \), it results in a false positive at \( T_3 \) and a true negative at \( T_4 \).
From Figure 7, we can drive an equation to estimate the number of active flows (called $N_a$) as follows:

$$N_a(T_\phi) = T P(T_\phi) + F N(T_\phi) - (F P(T_\phi) - F N(T_\phi + 1)). \tag{6}$$

### B. Experimental Setup

Experiments were done using real Internet traces captured by LBL [3] and DATCAT [2] to investigate practical results for comparison among the proposed approaches. The traces of SMTP, HTTP, and MIXED were selected as examples of short-lived flows, long-lived flows, and mixed flows respectively. The STATP trace, which was captured for 61 minutes, consists of 36,099 total flows including 404-576 concurrent flows. The HTTP trace, also captured for 61 minutes, has 413,371 flows with a maximum of 6,035 active flows simultaneously. The MIXED trace of 10 minutes duration is composed of 2,491 total flows with a maximum of 275 concurrent flows including HTTP, SMTP, LDAP and any other ports. The timeout threshold $T_\phi$ was varied as 5, 30, 60, and 120 seconds. We used $p_1 = 1$, $p_2 = 0.1$ for the hybrid approaches.

### C. Experimental Results

1) **Varying $T_\phi$:** Figure 8 shows FNR at TBP of the SMTP trace with varying $T_\phi$ (5, 30 and 60 seconds). The size of flow table varies as 500, 1,000, and 5000 because the average number of active flows with $T_\phi = 30$ was about 500. We can see that 5 seconds was too short for the time-out threshold to store active flows. Although the larger $T_\phi$ allows more flows to be presented in the flow table, we can see the flow table overflows with $T_\phi = 30, 60$ in Figure 8(a) and $T_\phi = 60$ in Figure 8(b). Even when the flow table size is sufficient for active flows, this problem can occur with network attacks such as SYN flooding or scanning [15]. Also, Figure 8(c) shows that TBP with $T_\phi = 30$ misses around 20% of normal flows. This behavior is not due to flow table size, but because of the time-out threshold. Therefore, the experiment results show that a certain amount of FNR, however small, is present in TBP.

2) **False positives and false negatives:** To observe the relationship between flow table size and false positives (and false negatives), we conduct the experiments for three traces as varying the flow table $0.5X, 2X, 5X$, where $X$ is the average number of active flows in TBP, measured from Figure 8. $T_\phi$ is set to 60 seconds. Table III shows the average number of false positives and false negatives for the HTTP trace. From the table, we can see that false negatives and false positives in CFR and CFR-2 are inversely proportional, while both false positives and false negatives in CFR-PD and CFR-LP are decreasing conversely as the flow table increases. FCF shows the largest number of false positives due to bucket-level purging. It only reasonable result of false negatives when the flow table has enormous space *i.e.*, $5X$. Overall, our CFR approaches quite accurate irrespective of the dynamics of the traffic mix. FCF-LP was the best performer in terms of false positives and false negatives.

3) **Estimation of active flows:** Figure IV shows the estimation of active flows using equation (6), TBP, FCF, CFR-PD and CFR-LP varying the table size. In the $N_a$, actual number of active flows are all the same, but active flows are computed as 2838.8 only for the active flows where the flow table contain in case of $0.5X$.

Compared with TBP, CFR-PD overestimates the number of active flows as the flow table size is increased because continuous timeouts only make idle flows purged. On the other hand, CFR-LP underestimates the number of active flows because idle flows are purged by both the purging mechanism (TBP) and the “clock”. Considering the fact that TBP shows an overestimated tendency, as described previously, we can see that CFR-LP is the closest to the accurate measurements ($N_a$). Note that CFR and CFR-2 cannot be used to measure the active flows because they stores the flows in the flow table as many as the flow table has available space. Also, the experiment showed that FCF could not be used to estimate the active flows.

4) **Confinement of heavy hitters:** To see how our framework can confine heavy hitters in the highest state (call state $V_3$), we measured error rate and the ratio of flows in $V_3$ to active flows as shown in Figure 9. We used parameters of $T_\phi = 60$ and $p_1 = 0.1, p_2$ is computed as described in equation 3. Figure 9 shows that heavy hitter candidates, *i.e.*, flows in state $V_3$ are below 10% of active flows and the error rate of heavy hitters is quite small (less than 0.5%). This implies that we do not need to monitor all the flows, but we can monitor only these flows in state $V_3$ to detect heavy hitters accurately. To monitor these flows packet-by-packet, any detection mechanism such as multi-state filter [11] can be combined. Therefore, our framework can confine heavy hitters in state $V_3$ and help to reduce the overhead of detecting heavy hitters by reducing the number of flows to be observed.
5) Performance under SYN flooding: In general, SYN flooding attacks can be detected and mitigated by front-end intrusion detection and response mechanisms, but there is a possibility that a limited undetected SYN flood can impact a per-flow monitor. One simple technique to detect SYN floods is to monitor the SYN rate. From Figure 10, we can see that the SYN rate over a 1000 packet sliding window in the HTTP trace varied between 1% and 15% with a mean of 6.38%, (the SMTP trace was similar). So, an IDS could be conservatively calibrated to issue a SYN flood alert when the observed SYN rate exceeds 18% over consecutive windows. Thus, for the nominal trace of Figure 10, an injected 3% flood would go undetected, whereas a 10% flood would quickly trigger an alert. Thus, for a 3% SYN flood, we want to show the robustness of the per-flow monitoring system. To achieve, spoofed SYN packets, each of which is an individual flow, were randomly generated and continuously injected among normal packets, after being read from the HTTP trace.

Note that non-threshold methods, e.g., SYN cache [17] have the potential to effectively detect or eliminate SYN floods, but these methods do not resolve the fundamental problem of bandwidth exhaustion created as a result of SYN flood. Also, these methods are undermined if the SYN-ACK does not follow the same path as that of the SYN packet. Moreover, these mechanisms themselves should be resilient to SYN floods, else normal flows cannot be instantiated. Finally, they may react with a “false positive” when encountering non-SYN packets of a flow that was dynamically routed.

To see how to manage normal flows under SYN flooding in our approaches, 3% of spoofed SYN packets, which form individual flows each, are continuously injected among normal packets read from a SMTP trace. Under SYN flooding, FPR and FNR for the normal flows only are examined. As shown in Table V, CFR-LP still performs better under the SYN flooding. FCF showed low FNR only when the flow table is conceivably large. Note that actually 2.61% of FNR with 5X comes from the exaggerating of the estimation of active flows, as shown previously. Table V shows that 3% of injected SYN packets increase over twice the number of active flows, which is around 1150. This increase may cause the overflow of the flow table when the memory resources is limited in the router.
To avoid this, the flow table size should be as sufficiently large (at least three times) so as not to miss the active normal flows. However, this enlargement of the flow table make it costly, especially when using the fast SRAM memory in the high-end router. Otherwise, SYN flooding affects the routers doing packet inspection by adding a large number of abnormal flows and deleting those flows simultaneously in TBP resulting in the degradation of its performance and eventually downsampling the network connected to it. An alternative is that those abnormal packets doing harm should be detected before reaching to the routers.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a new kind of flow table implementation, based on the simple and efficient replacement policy “clock”, and hybrid approaches combining both purging and replacement. Benefits come from multiple states allowing broad clustering of flows triggered by incoming packets, purging and replacement. Theoretical and simulation studies have shown that our frameworks can effectively maintain session state of persistent TCP flows regardless of flow memory size and malicious attacks. Our approaches can accommodate limited hardware and software resources in addition to very high data rates by avoiding flow table overflow and maintaining an ordered list. Also, Our hybrid approaches can adapt suitably from general purpose to special purpose per-flow monitoring system. Thus, the proposed approaches are effectively applicable for a high-speed networking devices in terms of reduced hardware/software complexity and enhanced real-time processing.

We have pending performance results on to quickly and efficiently migrate and merge flow based data among our frameworks. Based on the framework to reduce the volume of reporting data by clustering the flows according to their frequency. we will design a resilient and collaborative IDSes within an enterprise level in the future. A major concern is that such information sharing could be maliciously induced as part of a defense-softening pre-attack. Thus, it should be carefully considered to detect anomalous high volume of such information sharing.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>TBP</th>
<th>2X</th>
<th>3X</th>
<th>3X</th>
<th>2X</th>
<th>3X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFR-PD</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>32.26</td>
<td>17.80</td>
<td>11.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFR-LP</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>11.58</td>
<td>30.96</td>
<td>26.98</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V
THE COMPARISON OF FLOW MANAGEMENT ALGORITHMS UNDER 3% SYN FLOODING (SMTP TRACE, Td = 30)

To avoid this, the flow table size should be as sufficiently large (at least three times) so as not to miss the active normal flows. However, this enlargement of the flow table make it costly, especially when using the fast SRAM memory in the high-end router. Otherwise, SYN flooding affects the routers doing packet inspection by adding a large number of abnormal flows and deleting those flows simultaneously in TBP resulting in the degradation of its performance and eventually downsampling the network connected to it. An alternative is that those abnormal packets doing harm should be detected before reaching to the routers.


